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For the existing text substitute (including the deletion of the reference to footnote 3/ and footnote 3/)

9. Concise description:

   Number, category and kind of light source(s): ....................................................

   Voltage and wattage: ....................................................................................

   Light source module specific identification code: ............................................

GE.06-
Geometrical conditions of installation and relating variations, if any: .................................

Application of an electronic light source control gear/variable intensity control:

(a) being part of the lamp: yes/no 2/
(b) being not part of the lamp: yes/no 2/

Input voltage(s) supplied by an electronic light source control gear/variable intensity control:........................................................................................................................................................................

Electronic light source control gear/variable intensity control manufacturer and identification number (when the light source control gear is part of the lamp but is not included into the lamp body): ..........................................................

Variable luminous intensity: yes/no 2/

-----